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Ombori Grid Occupancy Control
Monitor the number of people in every location
Track visitors entering and leaving a location in order to ensure compliance with occupancy 
regulations, optimize staff planning and increase revenues.

Solution overview

People counter

Count people entering and leaving a location. Even if 
customers can enter or leave through more than one 
doorway, this will automatically count the total number 
of people in the building. Real-time occupancy levels 
are displayed on signage in multiple locations.

Entrance control

When occupancy levels reach maximum, doors can be 
closed automatically. They will automatically be reopened 
when occupancy levels are reduced. Signage informs 
customers when the location is full. If Queue Management 
is also installed, it will automatically be enabled on 
demand.

Management alerts

Notify staff when occupancy levels reach preset 
thresholds so that staffing levels can be adjusted to 
meet demand.

Use cases
Ombori Occupancy control can be used 
by any business or organization that has a 
need to track the number of people in 
the building.

 Retailer
 Office
 Municipalities & public secto
 Public transportatio
 Sports and leisure facilitie
 Healthcare facilitie
 Museums and gallerie
 Restaurant
 Airport
 Factories and warehouse
 Schools and universities

Occupancy control can be used at many 
levels of granularity. It can control 
entrance to the premises, or to specific 
areas within a location.

 A restroom in a corporate offic
 A dining area in a hospita
 A department within a large stor
 A gift store in a hotel or airpor
 A special exhibit inside a museum

Benefits
Occupancy control allows you to ensure 
compliance with regulations and provides 
valuable data that enables you to make 
critical decisions. Signage ensures 
transparency which increases visitor 
satisfaction.

 Safety: be confident that the location is compliant at all times with fire, 
insurance or COVID regulations governing the number of people 
permitted

 Reduce costs: no need to have staff standing at the door controlling 
entrances

 Accuracy: since all entrances and exits are monitored centrally, there is 
no risk of inaccurate data or breaching occupancy levels through staff 
failing to communicate

 Analyze peaks and troughs: determine what days and times are the 
most popular so that you can adjust staff levels accordingly

 Understand external factors: analyze how demand is affected by 
factors such as weather or local events

 Optimize staff utilization: adjust staff assignments in real time in 
response to the number of visitors.

 Reduce visitor frustration: clearly displaying current occupancy levels 
allows visitors to understand what is happening when the location is 
closed

 Smoother visitor flow: visitors can choose times when they see 
occupancy is low so that they can get in and out more efficiently or 
have a more pleasant experience

 Smart queue management: visitors can enter at will if there is capacity, 
but can join a virtual queue if the location is full.

Key features

Multiple location support

Multiple entrance & exit support

Real-time occupancy data

Automated door control

Voice interface

Integration with occupancy Tracker

Integration with Queue Management

Historical data and analytics

Management alerts

Branding and customization

Multiple languages

Why choose Ombori Grid?
  fits the needs of your business and  

includes your branding
  quick and simple to install and configure
  roll out to multiple locations with minimal effort and cost
  manage all locations and queues from a single hub
  pay only for what you use
  runs on a wide range of hardware, including Android 

and iOS tablets
  makes use of the visitor’s own mobile device
  all solutions use a common platform allowing them to 

share data and interoperate
  based on Microsoft Azure IoT.

Fully customizable:

Rapid deployment:
Easy scaling:
Central control:
Usage-based billing:
Hardware support:

Mobile integration:
Grid integration:

Proven technology:

Minimum Hardware 
Requirements

For Raspberry Pi

Raspberry Pi 4 4GB

SD Card A2. Read Speed > 
150MB/s. Write Speed > 60MB/s

For Intel device

Intel® Celeron® processor N3350 

Intel® HD Graphics 500

4 GB RAM

64 GB storage

For Android devices

Last three major releases supported

Google Play Services

32GB disk space

3GB RAM

For Digital signage

1080p or 4k screen

For Samsung smart signage

Samsung Tizen v3.5 or above

For Android TVBox

8GB disk space

2GB RAM

Optional enhancements
Extend the occupancy tracking functionality with these additional Ombori apps

Occupancy Control

Automatically count the number of 
people entering or exiting a location 
using accurate sensors

Queue Management

Replace physical queues with virtual 
queues, using a modern ticketing 
solution that incorporates both mobile 
phones or paper tickets. Notifications 
allow visitors to do other things while 
they wait, and analytics enable efficient 
staff planning. Queuing can 
automatically be enabled when the 
location is full.

Appointment Booking

Allow visitors to schedule their visits in 
order to minimize waiting times, avoid 
peak times, and manage demand more 
effectively
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https://ombori.com/occupancy-control
https://ombori.com/queue-management
https://ombori.com/appointment-booking
https://ombori.com/occupancy-control

